Buffalo Police Department  
Underwater Recovery Team  
Monthly Training  

Date: 5/19/17  

Location: Foot of Michigan  

Water Temp: 54°  

Team Members:  
Det Leo McGrath  
PO Michael Martinez  
PO John Kujawa  
LT Peter Kocol  
LT Sean O'Brien  
Det Robert Gomez  
LT Michael Delong  
Det Sean Buth  
PO Angela Yeates  
PO Raymond Harrington  
LT Darren LaBedz  
LT Patrick Humiston  
Det Shawn Adams  
LT Joseph Langdon  
LT Stephen Zipp  
PO John Sullivan  
PO Paul Fitzpatrick  
PO Kristin Russo  
PO Craig Lehrer - 1st Day - did well - came up too fast.  

Comments: Changed location from Laskie Park. Practiced hooking cars off the lot at the Police Garage before drive.